
How Clarity Can Be a Differentiator for 
Biotechs in Uncertain Times
Understanding and Communicating Your Company’s Path to Market 
Is Critical for Success

After a strong upward trajectory in the biotech sector leading up to and through the pandemic, 2022 has 
ushered in a change in tide. VC biotech funding dropped 46% year on year in the first quarter1 and we’ve 
observed a flight to quality in financing resulting in a smaller number of biotech companies getting funding. 
The biotech companies garnering the attention of investors are those with better data and higher chances  
of success, while assets with higher hurdles must wait much longer than usual, which becomes more costly 
an investment. As  the pressure increases for company leaders, finding a viable path to market will likely 
include navigating ever-changing market dynamics and careful scenario planning. Knowing your options for 
a commercial path will allow you to confidently choose the best option, while your grasp on and ability to 
articulate the details of your options to stakeholders will demonstrate your foresight and strengthen your 
company’s position with investors, thought leaders and payers.

Clarity as a Differentiator

The volatility of 2022 adds pressure to what was already a high-stakes market. 

As with any period of uncertainty, even a hint of clarity breeds a certain level of reassurance. This means that 
the most prepared biotech companies that can clearly express their options for a viable path to market will 
differentiate themselves. A go-it-alone strategy can be appealing as it offers the opportunity for control and 
for stakeholders to fully benefit from the success. It does, however, introduce risk as commercial 
infrastructure needs to be built in anticipation of approval and while regulatory uncertainty still exists. 

If choosing this path, the entire leadership team needs to be able to articulate the rationale of this approach 
and why it makes business sense to assume the associated risk. We would argue that being able to articulate 
the merits of working with a commercial partner, if needed, is equally important for potential investors, 
particularly if a licensing option is still on the table. Having an option that includes externalizing the 
infrastructure build and de-risking some of the major investments introduces a level of flexibility that can 
support either a go-it-alone or out-licensing strategy. In the go-it-alone path, working with a commercial 
partner can enable a streamlined partnership model, ready access to talent, dynamic scale, and enhanced 
speed to execution that allows for significant investments to be delayed until uncertainty is lessened as key 
milestones are achieved. The value proposition of this approach can de-risk investment and lower some of 
the hurdles for those companies seeking investment in a difficult environment.

If licensing is the preferred option, working with a commercial partner can allow you to move key elements 
of the commercial plan forward, in particular those that build the value proposition, while maintaining the 
option of self-commercialization if the licensing deal that you want does not materialize or if the financials 
are not attractive. Each step towards commercialization needs to be viewed and measured through the lens 
of the highest value delivered and then effectively communicated.
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ABOUT SYNEOS HEALTH

Syneos Health® (Nasdaq:SYNH) is the only fully integrated biopharmaceutical solutions organization purpose-built to accelerate 
customer success. We lead with a product development mindset, strategically blending clinical development, medical affairs and 
commercial capabilities to address modern market realities. 

To learn more about how we are Shortening the distance from lab to life®,  
visit syneoshealth.com or subscribe to our podcast.

Internal Education Is Execution

Biopharma companies in the pre-revenue stage are often led by founders and/or scientifically focused 
leaders. The Board is also typically comprised of early investors, leaders from other industries or 
academia, or retired executives from large pharma that may not have commercialized in the emerging 
biopharma context. In many cases there is only one or a small group of seasoned commercial leaders in 
the organization. Once this commercial team has determined the most viable path to market and set a 
plan, it is critical to educate internal stakeholders on the merits of the approach and set the stage for the 
investments that need to be made to execute the plan. Our experience is that this education can take 
longer and require more effort than expected. Working with a commercial partner can provide critical 
support as you navigate this process by bringing experienced external voices to the conversation, providing 
case examples, and making connections to others that have followed this path. Prioritizing the education of 
internal stakeholders on why you are choosing that particular option to commercialize, and the steps (and 
investment) needed to execute against this option, is critical to success and should not be minimized. This 
makes internal education an integral part of your strategy execution at the outset. 

Prepare to Prepare for Commercialization

Uncertainty is a significant challenge to manage in an already high-stakes sector. Doing your due diligence 
and understanding the merits of your options for bringing your product to market is the best form of 
preparation. Making a business case for the commercial path you choose for your investors and internal 
stakeholders is more important than ever. Providing clarity early in the process can help them better 
understand your product’s value, your strategy and pave the way for a smoother way forward.
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